In this issue:
Our 2014 Annual Report, including our Year in Review Highlights.
Message from the Chair and President

All educators look to the future: nurturing young minds, after all, is an investment in the professionals of tomorrow. But university leaders also pay close attention to institutional needs — both short- and long-term — and consider ways to identify, train, and empower the individuals who can successfully address them. It takes commitment to invest time and human resources in meeting tomorrow’s challenges, but effective leadership development begins early and continues over the course of careers.

Leadership development is an especially rewarding part of our work because it engages us in issues of central importance to Asia’s higher education institutions. For example, earlier this year, our Asian University Leaders Program immersed 50 university administrators in a three-day strategic planning and resource development exercise. As each participant described his or her university and its goals for the future, we gained a more nuanced understanding of the competitive environment in which they operate and the strengths they want to build upon.

Leadership development also connects us to the many creative and ambitious individuals in our network. Their spirit and dedication translate the goals of student-centered learning and values-based education into concrete action. To spend a week with our 2012-2014 and 2014-2016 classes of United Board Fellows — as our program staff did in August — is to gain new appreciation for the deep pool of talent and interest in Asian universities. Our challenge is to secure the resources that will enable even more emerging leaders to similarly benefit from a cross-border and cross-disciplinary exchange of ideas and best practices.

We are pleased to introduce a new look for Horizons. Our goal in redesigning the newsletter is twofold: increasing the number of stories we share about the educators in our network and providing a more attractive showcase for their innovative work. This issue also includes our 2014 Annual Report, which gives us an opportunity to recognize, with deep gratitude, the contributions of our donors. Their generosity has made it possible to enrich the lives and careers of the people described in these pages and so many others throughout Asia.
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Dr. Sompan Wongdee
Fellow, Colleague, President

The United Board extends warm congratulations to Dr. Sompan Wongdee on being named the new President of Payap University in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Dr. Sompan was a United Board Fellow from 2006 to 2008 and, as Payap’s vice president for academic affairs, she participated in our 2013 Asian University Leaders Program.

Silliman University
Hands-on Learning at College of Nursing

Silliman University inaugurated its new Simulation Laboratory and Resource Center on September 25, opening a new chapter in educating students from its own College of Nursing as well as from other universities, allied health programs, and healthcare organizations in Visayas and Mindanao provinces. Silliman received support for this major project from the U.S. Agency for International Development’s American Schools and Hospitals Abroad Program (ASHA), through a grant to the United Board.

Since 1976, the United Board has administered nearly $15 million in ASHA grants on behalf of universities in its network.

First Anne E. Ofstedal Fellow

Dr. Mei Li, a 2014-2016 United Board Fellow, has been named the first Anne E. Ofstedal Fellow. Anne Ofstedal was a dedicated member of the United Board staff for 17 years, and her talents and dedication made the United Board Fellows Program flourish. This award enables Dr. Li to spend her first fellowship placement at International Christian University in Tokyo. Dr. Li directs the Master of Public Administration program at Yunnan University, where her team manages student recruitment, curriculum design, field trips, oral defense, and other program components. She also has conducted research on HIV/AIDS policies and administrative reforms in China.
Today, there is so much terrific scholarship produced in Asia.

The United Board is grateful to the Harvard-Yenching Institute (HYI) for the generous grant it makes in support of our programs each year. We look to each other for mutual support and learning as we pursue our shared goal of strengthening higher education in Asia.

— Nancy E. Chapman

“Over the span of the Harvard-Yenching Institute’s history, there has been a change in the terms of intellectual trade between Asia and the United States,” says Elizabeth Perry, director of the Institute and a former trustee of the United Board. Since its founding in 1928, HYI has remained true to its mission of advancing higher education in Asia, particularly in the humanities and social sciences. But in the subsequent decades — and through periods of political, intellectual, economic, and technological revolutions — HYI has reshaped its programs to better serve Asian scholars.

“In the 1930s and 1940s, most of our activities were at the Christian colleges in China and at Harvard in the United States,” Dr. Perry says. The institute broadened its geographic focus in the 1950s, but continued to employ an academic “missionary approach” as it brought Asian scholars to the Harvard University campus to learn “modern” methods of scholarship. “Today, there is so much terrific scholarship being produced in Asia,” she finds, as well as first-rate Asian universities offering advanced degrees in the humanities and social sciences.

Study on the Harvard campus remains a key component of HYI’s programming and, over the course of the 2014-2015 academic year, more than 50 Asian scholars will pursue their research interests or participate in specialized training programs at Harvard on HYI fellowships. Scholars find extraordinary resources at the Harvard-Yenching Library, particularly in the field of East Asian studies. They also use their time at HYI to share research findings, connect with other specialists, and sharpen their skills in writing for English-language publications. “One of our major goals is to provide a platform to bring better recognition in the United States for this Asian scholarship,” Dr. Perry says.

HYI now collaborates with more than 50 universities and research institutes and new opportunities are emerging for partnerships. A program for Southeast Asian faculty combines PhD study at either the National University of Singapore or Hong Kong University with a year and a half at Harvard for writing dissertations. China’s rise is catalyzing greater interest in Chinese studies in South and Southeast Asia, so HYI is working with the Institute for Chinese Studies in Delhi together with partner universities in China to develop a cadre of China specialists in India, a model it may extend to other countries.

A gift from the estate of Charles M. Hall led to the birth of the Harvard-Yenching Institute. Hall died in 1914, but his belief in the potential of higher education in Asia finds expression in the HYI’s dialogue with Asian scholars.
“This opportunity made all the difference in my life.”

As a young man, Wei Zhao was determined to go abroad for his graduate studies. But in 1980s China, the opportunities were few, and the financial and administrative barriers were high. “At the time,” Dr. Zhao recalled in an interview, “there was no awareness of GRE and TOEFL in China and no means to take those tests. So how could a Chinese student even apply to an American graduate program?” Dr. Zhao considers himself fortunate that Barbara Burn, then director of international programs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, persuaded her university’s graduate program to accept him, and that the United Board provided scholarship support. “Without Barbara Burn and the United Board, the door would not be opened,” he said. “This opportunity made all the difference in my life.”

After earning his PhD in computer science, Dr. Zhao embarked on an academic career at several distinguished institutions, including the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Texas A&M University, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. In 2008, however, he decided to accept a new challenge: to become rector of the University of Macau and, as he says, “make a difference” in the lives of its 8,600 students. He and his colleagues launched ambitious plans to build a new campus — which became fully operational in August 2014 — and to reform undergraduate education.

“We want a more holistic approach to education,” Dr. Zhao explains, and so the university’s 4-in-1 approach combines coursework for a student’s major, general education courses, research and internships, and peer education. The University of Macau is the first university in the world to require all four of these components for graduation, he says, underscoring the importance it attaches to learning both inside and outside the classroom. “Higher education is a process for students to discover themselves and to learn to fit into society,” Dr. Zhao believes, and through the 4-in-1 approach, he wants to help young adults open doors to their future.

Dr. Zhao’s University of Macau students may find it hard to imagine the obstacles he faced as a student and instructor at Shaanxi Normal University in the late 1970s and early 1980s. “But my story tells them that no matter who you are, if you work hard, opportunity will come,” he said.

Fellows Seminar in Macau

The University of Macau graciously hosted the August 4-8 seminar for the United Board Fellows Program on its new campus, providing a welcoming environment for the 2012-2014 and 2014-2016 Fellows to delve into the topic of “Student-centered Education in Asian Universities.”

United Board Fellows tour the new campus.
China is now part of an international drive to safeguard intangible cultural heritage — the wealth of cultural knowledge and skills transmitted from one generation to the next — and this opens exciting new possibilities for educators and researchers in ethnography, history, religious studies, and other fields. “This has completely changed the environment for fieldwork,” claims John Lagerwey, a professor of Chinese studies at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. So, with a United Board grant to CUHK, Dr. Lagerwey and his colleague Tam Wai Lun, a professor in the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies, designed a program to introduce Chinese graduate students to the rigor and rewards of fieldwork.

During preparatory lectures, the tight-knit team of professors from CUHK, Fujian Normal University, and several other Chinese universities reminded the 17 graduate students that, for the field researcher, “everyone in local society is a teacher.” So, over the course of three and a half days, three teams of professors and students listened to people from communities in Fujian province’s Zherong, Fu’an, and Xiapu counties as they shared their local religious practices and traditions.

“Your first job is to describe what you observe.” That’s the charge Dr. Lagerwey gave the students in his group. During observations and interviews in 13 sites in Zherong county, they heard residents describe how the traditional goddess Maxian is carried from one village to another; how, in times of drought, people pray to her for rain; and how village alliances have grown up around shared worship of local gods.

The professors who led the student teams hope the fieldwork experience will catalyze ideas for thesis and dissertation topics among the participants. They also hope the experience ignites a new approach to learning. “People who engage in fieldwork have a passion,” Dr. Lagerwey says, a desire “to see how people really live and to understand the ways in which they take charge of their own society, culture, and destiny.” It’s a humanistic approach to learning, quite different from what students may have experienced in their universities, but one that can open new doors of respect and appreciation for China’s cultural and religious heritage.
Community service has been the underlying theme of our lives.

“Community service has certainly been the underlying theme of both our lives,” said Marilee Scaff, an educator, community activist, and United Board supporter. She and her late husband, Alvin, went to the Philippines as Congregational missionaries in 1940 after finishing degrees at Chicago Theological Seminary and the University of Chicago. In the decades that followed, the Scaffs found ways to help young scholars — in America, Asia, and Africa — connect their academic interests to the needs of surrounding communities.

“The growing involvement of colleges and universities in experiential learning — community service, internships, international exchanges — makes a remarkable contribution to the education of young people. Putting ideas into use helps scholars correct and refine theoretical knowledge,” Dr. Scaff said in a recent interview. “That is so ingrained in me that it is hard to say where it came from.” That belief guided her, after earning a PhD in educational psychology and counseling, in her work with teachers, social workers, counselors, probation officers, and judges on issues related to children and adolescents. It continues to guide her, at age 99, as she advocates for protection of water and environmental resources in her California community. “Learning by doing is a sound principle for both growing children and thoughtful adults.”

Service-learning develops values as well as knowledge and practical skills. “Service-learning is increasingly recognized for its importance in the education of college and university students and faculty,” Dr. Scaff said. “Every student needs this experience; every college or university should encourage it. If some of this time can be spent in a country other than one’s own homeland, it is even better.”

Building understanding across borders is an interest Dr. Scaff shares with the United Board. “One of the really significant contributions of the United Board’s work in Asia is its sponsorship of faculty exchanges among Asian nations, so that many colleges are contributing to building a new generation of scholars who know and understand their neighbors and are learning to work together for the good of all. As far as I know, the United Board is the only group that focuses so much of its program and its budget on these exchanges. That is a major reason I think it is the most worthy of all educational efforts for my financial support.”

Join the United Board Legacy Society

Since its founding, the United Board has been blessed with loyal supporters who generously entrusted it with the financial resources that eventually grew into our endowment. That endowment and the ongoing donations of people like you — friends of the United Board and alumni and friends of the institutions with which we work in Asia — have provided crucial program support to institutions throughout Asia for nearly a century.

The United Board legacy giving program has been a longstanding labor of love, beginning with the William P. Fenn Society. This year marks the launch of the United Board Legacy Society, which honors those who have made a future planned gift commitment to the United Board. We hope you, too, will consider including the United Board in your estate plans. Legacy gifts are a significant source of support for our work, and more importantly, a very special way of supporting the United Board’s mission and partners throughout Asia.

To discuss joining the United Board Legacy Society, please contact us at: 1.212.870.2612 or by email: legacysoociety@unitedboard.org
A Creative Learning Environment
Jema Pamintuan

“
To help establish new, meaningful networks.
”

The late Elisabeth Luce Moore was a long-serving United Board Trustee and champion of developing leadership in women. We are pleased to recognize Dr. Jema Pamintuan, assistant professor in the Filipino Department at Ateneo de Manila University, as the 2012-2014 Elisabeth Luce Moore United Board Fellow. This award is based on her commitment to learning new approaches to leadership and teaching, her willingness to make constructive changes at her institution, and her potential for academic leadership.

Jema Pamintuan returned to Ateneo de Manila University in June 2014, full of fresh energy and ideas from her experiences as a 2012-2014 United Board Fellow. After her placement at Georgetown University, she wrote that she was eager “to further push myself in helping our department design new courses and teaching tools, and foster a creative and critically engaging learning environment within and outside the classroom.” Now Ateneo de Manila has offered her an opportunity to put those goals into practice: it named her executive director of the Ateneo Library of Women’s Writings (ALiWW), an archival facility that promotes writing by and about Filipino women among contemporary readers.

Dr. Pamintuan feels she is still a leader-in-training, so she relies on questions to guide her vision for the library. “What are the materials that ALiWW provides?” she asks. “How can we come up with projects that will make these materials accessible, useful, and meaningful to the academic community, as well as the outside community? Who are the marginalized women’s voices that our library might need to attend to, and how can we amplify those voices?”

Her experience as a United Board Fellow provides some answers. Dr. Pamintuan enjoyed attending the Georgetown Friday Music Concert Series, and she learned from its director how the concert music was integrated into students’ classes and research. So she reached out in similar fashion to Ateneo departments to publicize an ALiWW exhibit honoring former Filipino comfort women, which featured the diaries, sketches, and artwork of these women. Students from the English, Filipino, history, political science and other departments visited the exhibit and took the information they gleaned back to their classrooms.

On other occasions, a mini-exhibit about the martial law period in the Philippines and a Visayan cultural performance created pathways from ALiWW to the classroom and community. These types of events, like those Dr. Pamintuan observed during fellowship placements at Georgetown University and Tunghai University, open windows to understand a country or culture and to “help establish new, meaningful networks that will prove helpful in one’s own work and research.”

Jema Pamintuan, far left, welcomes former Filipino comfort women to an ALiWW exhibit.
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2014 Annual Report

This year, we include the United Board’s 2014 Annual Report within the pages of our newsletter, Horizons. As we match Horizons’ stories of individual educators with the Annual Report’s accounting of our varied programs and recognition of our donors, we hope you gain some sense of the depth and breadth and impact of our network. These colleagues and friends share our mission of supporting a Christian presence in Asian higher education, which we implement through strengthening the ability of academic leaders and faculty to address the varied academic, professional, personal, and spiritual needs of their students.

Our work has long promoted the values and practices of whole person education in the liberal arts tradition, preparing students for fullness of life in their families, communities and societies. Whole person education is the core of all our program areas, as the diagram below illustrates. Through these programs, the United Board seeks to respond in the most effective, sensitive, and creative ways to the diverse needs and opportunities facing our colleagues in higher education throughout the Asian region, in 2014 and in the years to come.

Financial Review

For the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2014, the United Board had total support and revenue of $8,256,727; total expenses of $7,550,537; and total net assets of $132,907,953. Support and revenue is comprised of contributions (both restricted and unrestricted) from individuals; foundation grants; U.S. government grants; and endowment income.

The United Board’s statement of Financial Activities and Changes in Net Assets Information and Form 990 can be found on the Giving section of our website (www.unitedboard.org).

United Board Program Areas

- Supporting New Leaders for Higher Education
- Service-Learning and Campus-Community Partnerships
- Faculty Development for Enhanced Teaching, Learning, and Research
- Special Initiatives
- Culture and Religion in Asia
- Whole Person Education
Investing in Innovation

The United Board made
53 grants to 34 institutions totaling $700,000

Leadership Development

50 rising university leaders joined two classes of United Board Fellows.

United Board Fellows Program
Class of 2012-2014 and Class of 2014-2016

Clear Goals and Strategies

50 administrators from 28 universities refined strategic planning skills.

Asian University Leaders Program:
Strategic Planning and Resource Development Workshop
February 26-28, 2014

Research and Reflection

Cross-disciplinary exchange for
14 scholars from 9 countries and regions of Asia.

Institute for Advanced Study of Asian Cultures and Theologies
June 2-July 6, 2014

Strengthening Faculty

Scholarships for 52 young faculty members pursuing Master's degrees and PhDs at Asian universities...

United Board Faculty Scholarship Program

and for 63 faculty members in intensive English language programs in Asia.
Higher Education Reform

150 educators from

Asian University Leaders Program:
Higher Education Leadership Program- Myanmar
February 4-7, 2014

40 Myanmar universities embraced new approaches to higher education.

Service-Learning

220 faculty and students from

Learning from Yolanda
June 28-July 11, 2014

9 Asian countries and regions experienced the resilience of communities struck by disaster.

Our Network Expands

Cambodia
China
East Timor
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Macau
Myanmar
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

The United Board now works in 14 countries and regions of Asia, as Macau joined our network.
OUR DONORS

The United Board gratefully acknowledges the generous support of our donors. Those listed below made contributions between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, UNIVERSITY, AND CHURCH DONORS
Association of Central Texas Sillimanians
Assumption University
Christ’s Church Guilderland
Chung Chi College, Divinity School
Duta Wacana Christian University
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Faith Community Presbyterian Church
Fujian Hwa Nan Women’s College
Presbyterian Church Foundation
Prospect Street United Methodist Church
Pyramid Lodge No. 490
Severance Alumni Association of America
Silliman Alumni International Chicago Chapter Inc.
Silliman University
Silliman University Alumni Association, Inc.
Silliman University Alumni Association of Arizona
Silliman University Montreal Alumni Chapter
Shatin - Northern CA Chapter
Soongil University Alumni Foundation of America
St. Luke’s Alumni Foundation of USA

FOUNDATION AND TRUST DONORS
American Schools and Hospitals Abroad
Anna T. Crowell Fund
Bishop Yousoon Kim Memorial Foundation
The Community Foundation of Sarasota County
Dorpar Family Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
The Freeman Foundation
G & G Educational Foundation
Harvard-Yenching Institute
Kalamazoo Community Foundation
Dr. John Kao Trust
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
Eleanor N. Marcys Trust
Mountain Putuo Education Foundation
Shih Wing Ching Foundation
Vanguard Charitable Endowment
The Reverend & Mrs. William C. Walzer Memorial Fund
Yang Family Foundation
Y-H. Lowe Foundation, Inc.

CORPORATE AND MATCHING GIFTS
BlackRock
Dragan Crowd Enterprise, Ltd.
The GE Foundation
Hewlett-Packard
Philippine Consulate General Staff
Wells Fargo Bank N.A.

ESTATE GIFTS
Estate of Mei Yu Dju
Lowe Family 1988 Trust
Estate of the Rev. Clifford Leray Schreck

BENEFACTORS ($10,000+)
Anonymous
Dr. Chung H. Bae
K.C. Chekocke, Ph.D.
Professor Min Chen
Byung-il and Meg Choi
Dr. Roland del Carmen
Dr. Michael Gilligan and Mr. John Indalecio
Dr. Jeon Shih Hong, M.D.
Mr. Rick Huang
Dr. Keum Ho Lee
Dr. Bang S. Kauh
Changhee Kim, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Chung S. Kim
Soo Hee Kim, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Yang H. Kim
Beil O. Lee, M.D.
Dr. Bong Sik Lee
Dr. Byung Loun Lee
Dr. Chul Moo Lee
Dr. Pauline P. Lee
Dr. Soon Yung Lee
Drs. William and Hwein Lee
Dr. Yong Hae Lee
Young Bin and Euyoung Lee
Chih Hsiang Li
Ms. Li-nien Li and Mr. Winslow Wang
Nosup Kwak
Mr. Fen-Ching Ong and Mrs. Ah-lien Yuan Ong
Chang Jo Park, M.D.
Mrs. Helen Ruiz Perez
Dr. and Mrs. Kyun S. Pyun
Mr. and Mrs. Chikang Shue
Sono Suh, M.D.
Mr. Young Tockgo
Mr. David Yark
Helena Hsien-Tsai Yu

PATRONS ($5,000+)
Anonymous (2)
Mr. Peng Chai
Mrs. Sheila Ho Chao
Dr. Nancy E. Chapman
Mr. Ricky Cheng
Dr. and Mrs. Yang-Chi Cheng
Mr. Tang Chiao
Hsing-chu Chu and Sanhong Chu
Ms. Jane Hang and Mr. Kurt B. Gestner
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hang
Ping-chuan Hu, Ph.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Jung Huh
Dr. Chan H. Kim
Dr. Chun Seo Kim
Mr. Sung Chan Kim
Mrs. Suni Kim
Mr. Ned C. Li
I-Kuang Liang
Dr. Young-Hee Lowe
Professor Milton W. Meyer
Dr. Wu-tien Peng
Mr. David Yeh-nen Wu and Mrs. Li-shu Tang Wu
Professor Kana Yamamoto

SPONSORS ($2,500+)
Anonymous
Ms. Elizabeth Bramwell
Dr. Chi-Shiang Chen
Mr. Pei-Yuan Chia
Mrs. and Mr. Kuei-Lin S. Chiao
Mr. Emilian Hwang
Dr. and Mrs. Eusebio C. Kho
Dr. and Mrs. Dan-Eun Lee
Ms. Ruth Ofstedal
Robert E. and Nina Saturnino Springer
Mr. and Mrs. Dane Temporal
Mr. and Mrs. Chun-Tai Tseng
Theresia and George Wang

SUSTAINERS ($1,000+)
Anonymous (2)
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Beran
Joo Won Bin, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bohlenger
Charles Booth, Ph.D.
Ms. Emily B. Bravo
Dr. Betty Cermin-McCann
Jin S. Cha, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Po-Chuen Chan
Wang-Wang Chan
Hsueh-Rong Chang, Ph.D.
I-Jen Chen and Chimin T. Chen
Dr. and Mrs. Johnson C. Chen
Mr. Kuang Kai Chi
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy A. Chien
Dr. Dang Wook Cho
Dr. Meoigl Choe
Dr. Byung Ha Choi
Dr. Chung-Taik Chung
Min Chung, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Jared H. Dorn
Mrs. Pacita Edral Fiore
Ms. Martha P. Geranimo
Jovito and Nora Carnagey Giera
Dr. Elizabeth W. González, Ph.D.
Dr. Teh C. Ho
Mrs. Shu-Fang Hsia Lin
Dr. and Mrs. Ching Fen Hsiao
Janet E. Hunt, Esq.
M. Hwang-Finkelstein
Mr. Huai-Jun Jiang
Mrs. Regina Junasa
Rev. and Mrs. Edwin Eung Hang Kang
Dr. and Mrs. James T. F. Kao
Dr. Young Chai Kauh
Dr. Byung-Hoon Kim
Dr. and Mrs. Duk Chin Kim
Mrs. Kyung Sook Choi Kim
Mrs. Moon Hyun and Yang Cha Kim
Dr. Sung Ae Lee
Dr. Tchang Man Kim
Sang Whay Kaoh, M.D.
Wen Ku
Dr. Jeeun Kwon
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Lee
Dr. David Dang Lee
Hwa Mu Lee, M.D.
Manja C. Lee
Sang H. Lee, D.D.S.
Mr. Yuhshan S. Lee and Mrs. Susie Lee
CONTRIBUTORS

Mrs. Ann English
Yun Fang
Dr. Ruth Hayhoe
Mr. Jeng Uk Hong
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Zhiqiang Z. Hu
Dr. Lingling Hung
Prof. Priscilla Lasmaria Kelso
Dr. Kye Y. Kim
Dr. Andrew Ku
Dr. and Mrs. Allan H. Lee
Dr. Joe Suk Lee
Dr. Siu Anthony Lee
Dr. and Mrs. Sung Jai Lee
Ms. Deborah Baday Omoso
Hansoon Park
Mr. Kenneth W. Patterson
Mr. Paul Pfeiffer
Mr. Anthony Ruger
Mr. and Mrs. Chu-Chih Sheng
Mrs. Lorna Umemeta Singer
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Francisco D. Somera, Jr.
Jin Hong Suk, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio T. Uy
Dr. Lloyd G. Van Vactor
Mr. Kenneth Varner
Mr. and Mrs. Hsiun Wu
Mr. Steve Yang
Mr. Austin Yeh
Mrs. Ming-hua Huang Yen
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Yeh
Dr. Robert K. Yu
Ms. Yee Nar Yuen

CONTRIBUTORS

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Abelon
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin M. Acanta
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bautista
Mrs. Zenaida Duran Bennett
Dr. and Mrs. Kim Bloom
Ms. A. Maureen Briens
Celia Tien Ling Chang
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick T. Chang
Mr. Michael Chen
Mr. Yusen Chen
Mrs. Diana Cheng
Shao-Ying Cheng
Shin Chiba Ph.D.
Hai-Lung Chien
Mr. Nelson Chien
Kung-Ying and Vivian G. Chiu
Dr. Pei Hue Chou
Mr. and Mrs. James Chu
Dr. Chinhak H. Chui
Dr. Jin Chung
Ms. Diana Cull
Mrs. Ruth A. Daugherty
Mr. and Ms. Rolando Del Rosario
Ms. Sally C. Delacruz
Ms. Sally C. Delacruz
Candy and Vincent Eng
Mr. and Mrs. Enrique Ferrer
Harry and May Ann Vflor Finkbone
Col. Hayward L. Fong
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Gabio
Ms. Edellisa B. Gaviola
Dr. Alice M. Giffin
Mrs. San-Hui Huang Gluck
Dr. Byung Geok Han
Dr. and Mrs. Barrett Hazeltine
Ms. Judith Heagstedt
Dr. Estherbelle Aguilar Hecheto, M.D.
Dr. James C. Hostetler
Mr. Ken K. Hsieh
Dr. Shen-yuan Hsieh
Mrs. Hsiang-Lin Hsu
Dr. Hua-Ling W. Hu
Mr. Paul Imperial
Dr. Valentino R. Imperial
Dr. Lawrence Y. Kim
Dr. Culver S. Ladd
Dr. and Mrs. Shih-Tse Jason Lai
Prathana Langkarpint
Dr. Terrill Lautz
Dr. Sung Woo Lee

WAYS TO SUPPORT THE UNITED BOARD

1. Become a monthly donor and provide regular support to our programs and network of universities and colleges in Asia.

2. Honor a loved one and make a gift in honor of your family members, loved ones and others on a special milestone celebration such as a birthday or anniversary.

3. Make a gift of appreciated securities and you may have tax advantages while a larger gift than you may have thought possible.

4. Establish an endowment fund and leave a legacy that will impact generations of scholars and faculty leaders in Asia.

5. Make a bequest or other planned gift to the United Board. We are happy to provide assistance to help you fulfill your philanthropic goals, in support of strengthening a Christian presence in higher education in Asia.

Call us to discuss making a gift:
New York: 1.212.870.2612
Hong Kong: 852.3943.4215
Or visit our website:
www.unitedboard.org

SUPPORTERS

SUPPORTERS

Anonymous
Dr. Hope S. Antone
Dr. Kye Hyon Bang
Dr. Judith A. Berling
Ms. Lilia V. Brewbaker
Ning L. Chao
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Chen
Mr. Pojen Chen
Mrs. Soak J. C. Cheoun
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chiang
Dr. Linda A. Chisholm
Dr. and Mrs. Kwang H. Chung
Dele K. and Alice Edmondson

5 Ways to Support the United Board

1. Become a monthly donor and provide regular support to our programs and network of universities and colleges in Asia.

2. Honor a loved one and make a gift in honor of your family members, loved ones and others on a special milestone celebration such as a birthday or anniversary.

3. Make a gift of appreciated securities and you may have tax advantages while a larger gift than you may have thought possible.

4. Establish an endowment fund and leave a legacy that will impact generations of scholars and faculty leaders in Asia.

5. Make a bequest or other planned gift to the United Board. We are happy to provide assistance to help you fulfill your philanthropic goals, in support of strengthening a Christian presence in higher education in Asia.

Call us to discuss making a gift:
New York: 1.212.870.2612
Hong Kong: 852.3943.4215
Or visit our website:
www.unitedboard.org
Mr. and Mrs. Jooa Diaanola
Mrs. Mary Dusenbury
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ebalio
Mr. Norwood C. Edge
Ms. Emma H.B. Indino
Ernilda Alcantara-Miras
Fe A. Cabugna
Frederick and Joyce Flores
Mr. Wiktor Fang
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gallegos
Mr. and Mrs. Wei Kang Gao
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Gutierrez
Paul and Marilyn Heintz
Rev. Dr. John Jesselink
Ms. Guadalupe B. Hicks
Mr. Ke Chiang Hsieh
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Hsu
Mrs. Elaine I-Ling Hua
Michael and Margaret Huang
Teresita and Cyrus Hudson
Edmund H. and Diane R. Irvin
Dr. Mary Jacob
Mr. Randolph Jennings and Ms. Mary M. Gries
Mr. Suey-Ju Kao
Ms. Wendy Kao
Mr. and Mrs. Chuang-Shian Kiang
Mr. and Mrs. Chien-I Ko
Dr. Elpidio Koo
Dr. and Mrs. Wai-Hong Kwong
Ms. Lalana Lam
Lorraine Villaflores
Mr. Chihping Lee
Ms. Genevieve Lee
Mr. Wen Chau Lei
Mrs. Fidelita Levy
Mr. Chien-Feng Li and Mrs. Marian Tsai Li
Mrs. Ann Y. Liu Liouw
Tony W. Liu, D.D.S.
Ms. Ruth Losh
Dr. Chapo Ma and Ms. Lily Liu
Dr. Patricia L. Magatana
Ms. Nerita Silva Magatahas
Mr. Alberto Manangdo
Mario C. Dufresne
Beverly and Harold Martyn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mattutat
Meredith and Richard McLaughhey
Hugh McGuigan
Ms. Blesila M. Medrano
Ms. Marie Melrose
Drs. Arthur E. and Felella Kiamco Millman
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Moffett
Mr. Blake Moore
Romeo R. Morales, M.D.
Ms. Editha Z. Navarro
Mr. and Mrs. Jea Obaldia
Mrs. Jean N. Olson
Rev. Hugh Oerterson
Dr. Yasuyuki Owada
Ms. Josefinaw R. Pablo
Mr. and Mrs. Eduard Pamintuan, Jr.
Mrs. Peggy Y. Pan
Mr. and Mrs. Marciano A. Paynor, Jr.
Phyllis I. Spasic
Mr. Bayani E. Piaquinta
Professor David Pong
Ms. Elizabeth O. Rice
Isidro B. Risma, M.D.
Mr. Markley Roberts

Chang S. and Myung Ja Roh
Mrs. and Mr. Nati L. Sawi
Dr. Marilee K. Scaff
Ms. Amy D. Seetoo
Mr. Eric Y. Shen
Mrs. Jennifer Li Shen
Dr. and Mrs. Roger L. Shinn
Ms. Martha Silverberg
Curtis Smith
Mr. Stanley W. Stillman
Ms. Melanie C. Sze
Ms. Dy S. Teng
Lih-Hwa Yao Ting
Mrs. Patricia Hsu Tung
Ms. Ruth D. Tupsas
Ms. Julie S. Tuvera
Mr. Marvin J. Valish and Dr. Aurora U. Valish
Mrs. Gloria A. Vergara
Dr. and Mrs. C. Herbert Wang
Ms. Carmen O. Weist
Dr. Lester L. Westling, Jr.
Ms. Yo-Ping Wo
Mr. Daniel Wright
Mr. Chi Cheng Wu
Mr. and Mrs. Yeong Chi Wu
Mr. Tai-Heng Yeh
Mr. Yueh O. Yeh
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm B. Young
Mr. and Mrs. Ming T. Yu
Ms. Rebecca Yue
Norma Loigza Zanders

FRIENDS
Anonymous
Ms. Jessie Alegre
Mrs. Catherine E. Ambler
Ms. Priscilla P. Andreda
Ms. Jean T. Arntz
Mrs. Methusela B. Bocabac
Mrs. Mary Barnes
Rev. and Mrs. Alden Besse
Ms. Carolina Bilbaeno
Ms. Gina Bollozos
Ms. Deborah Bradford
Ms. Nerio Cananizado
Ms. Leonora M. Caturay
Deh-Bin Chen
Dr. and Mrs. M. Everett Davis
Miss Zinnia Divinagracia
Ms. Rosana G. Faustino
Ms. Rosemarie B. Figueroa
Ms. Patricia Flores
Ms. Elvira P. Garcia
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Green
Mrs. Jean Hauser
Ms. Nerita Ibacone
Beatriz and Gregorio Jackson
Ms. Lidia T. Jacobson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert V. Jarratt, Jr.
Dr. Merle R. Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Jong Yuan Kuo
Mr. Arden S. Law
Ms. Mariane Leysan
Mr. Joel Liguton
Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Lodwick
Hester Jason Long
Ms. Alicia Co Lopez
Ms. Jacelyn O. Luna
Dr. Jessie G. Lutz
Dr. and Mrs. Mani Mani
Dr. and Mrs. Delber L. McKee
Rev. Robert and Mrs. Polly Montgomery
Helen Knox Murphy
Mr. Allen D. Palma and Ms. Catalina B. Meneses
Mr. Edward Pamintuan
Ms. Nancy L. Pearcy
Mr. John D. Pearson
Ms. Josefa C. R. Pia
Rev. and Mrs. John E. Post
Ms. Aurora R. Rebarbira
Mr. Frank Reyes
Mrs. Natalie A. Rickabaugh
Mrs. Mila Rivera
Fely L. Santiago
Bab and Bonnie Scheid
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shacter
Dr. Hallam C. Sharrack Jr.
Drs. Donald and Peggy Shriver
Ms. Helen Silvia
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Slempl
Ms. Deborah A. Smith
The Rev. Dr. Calixto C. Sadow
Dr. and Mrs. William M. Speidel
Dr. Yi-Noo Tang
Erling M. and Judith V. Temp
Ms. Janet Teng
Mrs. Catherine Thompson
Ms. Aniceta G. Tigtig
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Tsai
Ms. Elizabeth G. Turungan
Rev. and Mrs. Robert L. Turnipseed
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Ulrich
Mining Valiance
Mr. Dennis A. Villanueva
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weber
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Widergren
Ms. Katherine Y. Wong
Rev. and Mrs. Paul W. Yoont

TRIBUTE CONTRIBUTIONS

In Honor of Dr. and Mrs. Angel Alcala
Dr. and Mrs. Eusebio C. Kho

In Honor of Dr. Paul Alexander
Mr. Peng Chai
Celia Tien Ling Chang
Ning L. Chao
Mr. Pajen Chen
Ping-chuan Hu, Ph.D.
Dr. Lingling Hung
Mr. David Yeh-nen Wu and Mrs. Li-shu Tang Wu
Yang Family Foundation

In Honor of Mrs. Frederic Appleton
Mr. David Appleton

In Honor of John and Martha Butt
Mr. Randolph Jennings and Ms. Mary M. Grieb
Professor Min Chen
Mr. Teng Chiao

In Honor of Brian and Erin Choi
Byung-II and Meg Choi

In Honor of Rev. Ruth C. Corvora
Mr. E. Paul Nelson and Mrs. Kathleen Nelson

In Honor of Candy and Vincent Eng
Mr. C. J. Alexander

In Honor of Dr. Glenn Shive
Professor David Pang

In Honor of Ms. Elizabeth Wright
Mr. Daniel Wright

In Honor of William J. Yoder
Mr. Randolph Jennings and Ms. Mary M. Grieb

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

In Memory of Dr. Paul Alexander
Hsi Chen
Ching Hsuen Chu

In Memory of Rev. Frederic G. Appleton
Mr. David Appleton
Mr. Frederic G. Appleton, Jr.

In Memory of Mrs. Rosalinda Bravo-Ortega
Ms. Edelisa B. Gaviola
Ms. Lalana Lam
Dr. Evangeline Manjares

In Memory of Estrella S. Cabural
Luz Sobong Porter, Ph.D.

In Memory of Dalmacio and Naseria Carnaje
Jovito and Nore Carnaje Gierz

In Memory of Ann & Allen Chapman
Dr. Nancy E. Chapman

In Memory of Dr. Sheng Fong Chen
Anonymous

In Memory of Dr. Kwan Sil Choi
Mrs. Sunyi Kim

In Memory of Li Fu Chuang-ying
Mrs. Jennifer Li Shen

In Memory of Eunice L. Chan
Mrs. Patricia Hsu Tung

In Memory of Mrs. Dorothy Fong
Col. Hayward L. Fong

In Memory of Wilmer Heceta
Estherbelle Aguilar Heceta, M.D.

In Memory of Dr. George R. Imperial
Ms. Lilia V. Brewbaker

In Memory of Kim Hyeong Suk
Byung-II and Meg Choi

In Memory of Kim Jwa Doo
Byung-II and Meg Choi

In Memory of Mr. Sei Won Kim and Mrs. Ae Nyau Kim
Dr. and Mrs. Yang H. Kim

In Memory of Dr. Whang-Kyung Koh
Mr. Nosup Kwak

In Memory of Prof. Tung-jou and Mrs. I-Ching Ku
Dr. Andrew Ku

In Memory of T.C. Ku
Amy K. and Jan T. Liu

In Memory of Dr. Paul T. Laubey
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Price, Jr.

In Memory of Professor Suksin Lee
Young Bin and Eukyung Lee

In Memory of Garmay Leung
Chauho Leung

In Memory of Ms. Wendy Lash
Mrs. Catherine E. Ambler
Mrs. Mary Barnes
Ms. Deborah Bradford
Dr. and Mrs. M. Everett Davis
Mr. Norwood C. Edge
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Gutierrez
Ms. Genevieve Lee
Ms. Ruth Lash
Mr. Kenneth W. Patterson
Mrs. Catherine Thompson

In Memory of Reverend Prakai Nontawasee
Orween Phukunphaphan

In Memory of Manuel & Manny Elmar Obligacion
Ms. Nelma O. Pineda

In Memory of Ms. Anne E. Ofstedal
Rev. and Mrs. Delbert E. Anderson
Hugh McGuigan
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ofstedal
Ms. Ruth Ofstedal
Joseph and Margaret Sprunger
Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. Wood

In Memory of Park Byung Rhe
Byung-II and Meg Choi

In Memory of Mr. Fred M. Peng, Class of 1959
Mrs. Lily H. Peng

In Memory of Mrs. Ruth Imperial Pfeiffer
Mrs. Lily H. Peng
Ms. Jean T. Arntz
Ms. Lilia V. Brewbaker
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel De La Pena
Paul and Marilyn Heintz
Mrs. Regina Junosa
Mrs. Fidelita Levy
Mr. Paul Pfeiffer
Mrs. Herma V. Rivera
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shacter
Ms. Helen Silvia
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Francisco D. Somera, Jr.

In Memory of Dr. Mary Frances Reed
Meredith and Richard McCaughey

In Memory of Rev. Homer T. Rickabaugh
Mrs. Natalie A. Rickabaugh

In Memory of Bonificacion B. Ruita
Mrs. Wishwa Ruita Llamara

In Memory of Alvin H. Scaife
Dr. Marilee K. Scaife

In Memory of Mrs. Sylvia Shen
Ms. Yee Nor Yuen

In Memory of Sherman Shen 1963
Dr. and Mrs. Kim Yuen

In Memory of Dr. Loreto Calibo Sobong
Luz Sobong Porter, Ph.D.

In Memory of Dr. and Mrs. Proceso Udarbe
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Beran

In Memory of Jennifer Villanueva-Pal
Pyramid Lodge No. 490

In Memory of Mary F. Whittlesey
Anonymous

In Memory of Sookja Yoon and Jongsup Han
Dr. Byung Cook Han
UNITED BOARD TRUSTEES

Dr. Michael Gilligan (Chair)
President, The Henry Luce Foundation, New York

Dr. Judith A. Berling (Vice-Chair)
Professor of Chinese and Comparative Religions and Core
Doctoral Faculty Member, Graduate Theological Union

Ms. Candy T. Eng (Treasurer)
Former Vice President for Finance and Administration, United
Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia

(The Rev.) Dr. Boyung Lee (Secretary)
Associate Professor of Educational Ministries, Pacific School of
Religion and the Graduate Theological Union

Dr. Shin Chiba*
Professor of Political Thought and Former Dean of the Graduate
School, International Christian University, Japan; Former
President, the Japanese Conference for the Study of Political
Thought

Janet E. Hunt, Esq.
Former Senior Vice President and Division Manager, Personal
Asset Management Division, Irving Trust Company

Dr. Pushpa Joseph
Provincial Superior, Providence Convent, Bangalore, India

Dr. William K. Lee
President, Cardiac Associates of North Jersey; Former Director
of Cardiology, Valley Hospital Ridgewood, New Jersey; Clinical
Associate Professor of Medicine, University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey

Dr. Joshua K.H. Mok
Associate Vice President (Research & International Exchange),
Dean of Faculty of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences and Chair
Professor of Comparative Policy, Hong Kong Institute of
Education

Dr. Anri Morimoto**
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Professor, Department
of Philosophy and Religion, International Christian University,
Tokyo, Japan

Dr. Christian Murck**
Former President, The American Chamber of Commerce in the
People’s Republic of China (AmCham China)

Father Bienvenido F. Nebres, S.J.
Immediate Past President, Ateneo de Manila University,
Philippines

Mr. Anthony Ruger*
Senior Research Fellow, Center for the Study of Theological
Education, Auburn Theological Seminary

Ruby E. Schmidt, CFA
Investment Consultant, formerly with Princeton Theological
Seminary, Clearbrook Partners; Whitestone Captial, LLC

*Retired from the board on June 30, 2014.
**Joined the board on July 1, 2014.

UNITED BOARD STAFF
(as of November 2014)

Dr. Nancy E. Chapman
President

Dr. Glenn Shive
Vice President for Programs

Mr. Ricky Cheng
Vice President for Development

Mr. Russell Dolph
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Dr. Hope Antone
Program Officer

Ms. Melanie Chung
Program Associate and Accounts Manager

Ms. Karrie Lam
Development Associate

Ms. Trudy Loo
Senior Manager for Development

Ms. Gladys Malloy
Staff Accountant

Ms. Lisa Mirabile
Development Officer

Mr. Calvin Mok
Program Assistant

Ms. Anne Phelan
Communications Consultant

Ms. Ava Sewnauth
Assistant to the President (New York) and to the
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Ms. Louisa So
Office Manager

Mr. Jonathan Wolff
Senior Associate

Ms. Sarah Wong
Program Assistant

Ms. Vivica Xiong
Program Officer

Mr. Hockey Yeung
Administrative Assistant

(former staff who served during this period)

Ms. Alice Chan
Senior Officer for Development
(through July 29, 2014)

Ms. Amy Weber
Program Officer
(through August 22, 2014)

Ms. Rebecca Yue
Senior Officer for Development
(through March 7, 2014)

Ms. Cherry Ma
Ms. Katie Schmidt
Summer Interns